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WATERBURY BOARD OF EDUCATION
MINUTES ~ REGULAR MEETING
Thursday, April 4, 2013 at 6:30 p.m.
Waterbury Arts Magnet School, 16 South Elm Street, Waterbury, Connecticut
PRESENT:

President Stango, Commissioners Brown, D’Amelio, Harkins, Harvey,
Hayes, Morales, Rodriguez, Sweeney, and Van Stone.

ALSO PRESENT:

1.

Superintendent Kathleen Ouellette, Chief Academic Officer
Anne Marie Cullinan, Special Advisor to Superintendent Paul
Sequeira, Chief Operating Officer & Chief of Staff Paul
Guidone, and Director of Personnel Ron Frost.

SILENT PRAYER

President Stango called the meeting to order at 6:35 p.m. with a moment of silence.
2.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG

Dr. Ouellette led everyone in the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
3.

ROLL CALL

CLERK: Commissioner Brown.
BROWN: Present.
CLERK: Commissioner D’Amelio.
D’AMELIO: Here.
CLERK: Commissioner Harkins.
HARKINS: Here.
CLERK: Vice President Harvey.
HARVEY: Here.
CLERK: Commissioner Hayes.
HAYES: Present.
CLERK: Commissioner Morales.
MORALES: Here.
CLERK: Commissioner Rodriguez.
RODRIGUEZ: Here.
CLERK: Commissioner Sweeney.
SWEENEY: Here.
CLERK: Commissioner Van Stone.
VAN STONE: Present.
CLERK: President Stango.
STANGO: Here.
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4.

COMMUNICATIONS

Upon a motion by Commissioner Sweeney and duly seconded by Commissioner
Hayes, it was voted unanimously to receive and place on file the following
communications:
1. Copy of communication from Civil Service dated March 22, 2013 certifying Elda
Mancini for the position of Food Service Helper.
2. Copy of communications from Civil Service dated March 22, 2013 certifying Atneciv
Rodriguez and Colleen Henebry for the position of Paraprofessional.
3. Email communication dated March 22, 2013 from American Arbitration Association
regarding case number 12 390 00056 13 (WTA grievance 12-13-05).
4. Copy of communications from Civil Service dated March 25, 2013 certifying Erica
Kelly and Stacey Rivera for the position of Paraprofessional.
5. Copy of communication from Civil Service dated March 27, 2013 certifying
Christiana Sylvester for the position of Paraprofessional.
6. Communication dated March 26, 2013 from Congresswoman Esty regarding the
Board’s opposition to cuts due to federal budget sequestration.
7. Email communication dated April 1, 2013 from Lisa Lessard regarding Waterbury
Republican blog.
8. Communication dated March 28, 2013 from Susan Meredith regarding WTA
stipulated award.
STANGO: Motion made and seconded. Any discussion?
BROWN: Just a point of order, I guess I’m concerned about blogs being part of our
official communication and I’m not sure, you know, if there’s a policy or a precedence of
having somebody run off a blog and give it to us as communications. It’s not really an
official letter, it’s not really specific to a discussion, it’s just a blog. So I just think we
need to be careful what we take and put on file especially this type of blog that I read
briefly. Regardless of the content, I think there a precedent here of taking, emailing
blogs, we can get 10,000 blogs because of the way social networking and emails are. I
would like us to consider not to accept blogs as part of communications. Maybe we can
discuss it at some point.
SUPERINTENDENT: I just would probably ask Corp Counsel to review that and see if
it’s an actual correspondence and we can certainly report back to you.
BROWN: Thank you.
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STANGO: Commissioner Brown, we’re in the habit of putting in the packet anything
people send us. Certainly it’s a good point and we’ll look into it. Any further
discussion? All in favor, opposed, motion passes unanimously.
5.

STUDENT RECOGNITION by Waterbury Youth Services

SUPERINTENDENT: Mr. President, I have a few remarks and if I can have Glenis
Vialva come forward with our students, parents. I’d like to thank Nancy Vaughan with
her assistance with this program. Just, we all know that one of the most important keys
to students’ success is attending school on a regular basis and I just wanted to thank
Glenis from the Waterbury Youth Services. When she met with me last August to
discuss this exciting idea and members of her staff for a Back to School rally . . . how
we can work together to impress on students the importance of regular attendance and
certainly I was definitely on board with that. Just a great idea, great program with
regards to an almost positive behavior support initiative that we have even in our
schools with regards to attendance but just to explain to the public, every student who
had perfect attendance was issued one raffle ticket and had an equal chance of winning
one of the prizes that was provided. We have five students who are receiving these
prizes tonight, and I’m gonna personally congratulate them in a moment, and I want to
emphasize we had several hundred students who qualified as having perfect
attendance throughout the first half of the year. So we can clap right now for that. So
it’s important that we recognize that and I want to, but of those hundreds who came to
school every day ready to learn, so we certainly want to recognize that. And before I
ask Glenis to hand out the prizes I’d also like to add that we had several more prizes
that she was handing out at the end of the school year to students who had perfect
attendance throughout the school year and my suggestion to all those students out
there is to keep it up, we’re gonna continue the contest to the end of the year. Keep it
up, keep your attendance up, and we’re very, very proud of you and it’s certainly a
pleasure as Superintendent to be able to congratulate each and every one of you. And
I hope, Glenis, that you will share with us the names of the organizations or individuals
who donated prizes so that I may personally write them a thank you note and
acknowledge them also at a public meeting. I wanted to thank you personally for all the
work you did on behalf of our students in the Waterbury Public Schools.
Glenis Vialva of Waterbury Youth Services awarded the following students certificates
who were the raffle winners of the perfect attendance raffle:
Aysha Mills – Wendell Cross
Lynese Luz Baez – Wallace
Dhespina Hilaj – Generali School

Brendan Witmot – WAMS
Julissa Ana Javier – Sprague

(applause)
6.

PUBLIC ADDRESSES THE BOARD

Upon a motion by Commissioner Hayes and duly seconded by Commissioner
Sweeney, it was voted unanimously to suspend the regular order of business to
allow the public to address the Board at 6:49 p.m.
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STANGO: Motion made and seconded. All speakers are encouraged to submit
prepared written statements to the Commissioners. Comments shall be limited to a
maximum of three minutes. There will be no responses this evening to any questions or
concerns raised; they will be referred to the Administration for review and response.
Lisa Lessard, 905 Pearl Lake Road, had the following comments: In accordance to
that blog, I was only sending information that was out there because I didn’t think each
and every one of you would have seen it. Don’t worry, I will never send another blog
but I do know that John Theriault and others did send blogs in the past.
To get to what I was coming here tonight for, let me take you back the past couple of
years when it came to WTA Chair Donna came in front of this BOE, Board of Education,
very direct in stating with issues and concerns from teachers in this community in all
Waterbury schools, not one school, not two schools, all Waterbury schools. And it kind
of fell on “deaf ears at the time”. Now we have two Turnaround Schools – Walsh and
Crosby with two audits. Now, I kind of find it a little horrible here that we have the
Crosby Principal that had an audit that seemed to be just as disturbing as Walsh School
Principal’s audit and seriously, what happened to the Crosby Principal, is he on paid
leave? Is his Vice Principal on paid leave? Where is the Crosby Principal now? He’s
now the new Principal at the Career Academy. Yay, we gave him a raise, we put him
on to another school, basically he got a slap on the hand, a slap on the wrist, and he got
put somewhere else. Well somebody very famous once said, believe it or not, when
you do the same thing over and over and over again and expect different results then
it’s just plain insanity. So you have a gentleman in the Crosby School that was a
principal and you went to the new Career Academy to start the newest school in our
City. Now he’s part of one of these Turnaround Schools. Turnaround Schools basically
meaning the two schools in the district that were picked, they were the lowest
performing schools. I don’t get it, we have Principal Eric Brown and Vice Principal Mrs.
Zillo that’s now on paid leave while they sit at home and do what they’re doing, we, the
citizens of Waterbury, being taxpayers, are paying $10,000 in accordance to
investigating their audit. Why are we not investigating the audit of this gentlemen, this
principal, from Crosby, that just went to the new Career Academy, the newest school in
Waterbury, is my question to all you folks as well as to Greg Hadley that’s here from the
Board of Aldermen. It just seems a little disingenuous to me and also seems a little
unfair, actually a lot unfair. It seems discriminatory in all ways. Eric Brown as well as
Mrs. Zillo, we know they’d watch each and every penny of that million dollars that was
coming in their direction for that school as well as Crosby High School would probably
do the same. That million dollars, I asked that night, you were here, Ms. Ann Sweeney
was here, Patrick Hayes was here, in accordance to what was being said. And I said is
there gonna be strict oversight on that money and they said yes, there was. Please, if
you’re gonna do for one, do it to everybody or don’t do it to any. Thank you.
Upon a motion by Commissioner Sweeney and duly seconded by Commissioner
Hayes, it was voted unanimously to return to the regular order of business at 6:49
p.m.
STANGO: Motion has been made and seconded. Any discussion? All in favor,
opposed, motion carries
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7.

SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT

SUPERINTENDENT: Before I turn my microphone over to Mr. Guidone, I have just a
few announcements.
Dr. Ouellette read and distributed the following announcements:
Both the Kennedy and Crosby Robotics Teams made Waterbury proud this weekend at
the CT Regional Competition in Hartford. Kennedy’s team- The Nuts and Bolts of Fury
– took home the trophy for the CT Regional Team Spirit Award as well as finishing in
the top 10 teams. They made it to the Quarter Finals, which is amazing for a team that
is only 3 years old! They hope to win in Lewiston, Maine next weekend and earn a spot
in the National Competition. They were in the Republican American newspaper on
Saturday and on the Hartford Courant photo gallery over the weekend. Crosby’s team
took home an award for being the Highest Rookie Seed. They did an amazing job for
being a rookie team!
The Connecticut State Conference of NAACP Branches created the “NAACP Great
Debate series” in 2008. The debate series, which is one of a kind in the country, brings
together highly acclaimed debate teams from Historically Black Colleges and
Universities (HBCU’s) to compete against their Ivy League counterparts. The teams
debate some of the most pressing social, cultural, and political issues of the day. The
first debate was held at Woolsey Hall on the Yale University campus where students
from Howard University and Yale University demonstrated their oral prowess. Since
this first debate, interest in the series has grown across the country.
The NAACP has partnered with Starbucks coffee to present the Great Debate series
across the country; over the past year we have had Great Debates in Houston, Seattle,
Washington, DC, NYC and New Haven, CT. In 2012, the Youth & College Division
hosted the Great Debate between Wiley University and Harvard University during the
103rd Annual NAACP National Convention in Houston, Texas.
On Thursday, April 11th, 2013, the NAACP Great Debate series will be returning back
to Connecticut where this movement began, when students from Morehouse and Yale
University will debate at the Shubert Theater. This debate is especially unique, in that it
will be held during the school day as a field trip. By moving the debates to this setting,
the NAACP hopes to raise the consciousness and capture high school and middle
school students who might not otherwise be exposed to debates as one of the most
powerful and effective tools in the advancement of civil rights issues and education.
Gladys Wright is assisting the schools with the April 11th field trip.
Bunker Hill School and Carrington School have teamed up to host a “Rediscover the
Library” event this evening at the Silas Bronson Library. Families from the two schools
have been invited to come and enjoy a free dinner, followed by story-telling, computer
classes, and a library card sign-up from 5:00 to 7:00.
Student-athletes from Central Connecticut State University will visit Wilby High School
tomorrow morning. Beginning at about 9:00 a.m., the students will meet with Wilby High
School students in two assemblies to discuss the significance of academics for athletes.
Students will have an opportunity to ask questions following a presentation.
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Rotella’s After School Musical Theater will host a performance of Annie, Jr. this
weekend. The times are 6:00 p.m. on Saturday, April 6th, and 2:00 p.m. on Sunday,
April 7th.
Bucks Hill School, Reed School, Regan School, North End Middle School, Wilby High
School, and the Police Activity League and Community Health Center are collaborating
together on a Community Meeting on Saturday, April 6th, from 10:00 a.m. to noon at the
PAL Building.
Generali School is hosting a Spring Family Night on Thursday, April 11th, beginning at
5:15 p.m. There will be pizza, a game show type activity, and prizes.
There will be a Farewell Party for Superior Court Judge Maurice B. Mosley tomorrow,
Friday, April 5th, from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. at Veteran’s Memorial Hall in City Hall.
HAYES: Just a quick one. They’re only going to have six kids?
SUPERINTENDENT: From each school, they’re limited on the tickets.
BROWN: I just wanted to add that the paper also reported that the Crosby Team was in
a little difficulty and the Kennedy team came to their rescue even though they were
competitors. So I thought that was really great sportsmanship and it showed the
character of the kids that are involved with the robotics because to me that’s more
important than winning. So I was very proud of them.
STANGO: Mr. Guidone.
GUIDONE: I wanted to take the chance to provide a brief update on the budget
developments. A great deal has transpired, literally, over the last couple of days.
There’s another document before you this evening which we just received today which
demonstrates the volatility of what’s been occurring during this budget cycle – very rare,
very unique, and somewhat unusual that I’m able to report this evening that most of it is
in a positive direction. You’re clearly aware that we didn’t take a formal action to
approve a budget request this year, the main reason that there were so many significant
unknowns primarily based on the State’s treatment of the ECS Grant for education.
Partly it started last year and for the first time treating ECS in a very different manner
than it had been in the past. Proposals this year contain, in the Governor’s budget
proposal to the Legislature, early in February brought even more questions. Although
there was significant proposed increase, it was unclear whether any of that amount
would go to the City or to the Education Department and what, if any, restrictions would
be placed on it. In addition, I know there were certain concerns expressed by certain
Board members regarding the unknown of teacher negotiations. A number of those
matters have been clarified in the last several days, if not completely, certainly a great
deal more clarity than had existed over the last month. In these last few days the Mayor
has issued his budget to the Board of Aldermen. He, and his staff, literally in the last
week or so, were able to meet with the Governor’s budget staff to gain some clarity, in
which they did. There was also a statewide meeting for education officials with State
budget officials which reinforced what the Mayor had been told with his staff. Some of
those discussions literally had the Mayor’s budget changed over the last week or two
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from what the original plan was as more information became known. And we’ll certainly
go over some of this detail with the Finance Committee over the next weeks but if I can
provide an overview for you and go back a little bit, you’ll recall that we had, staff had
prepared a budget request proposal which I think was relatively simple, it had no
increase in basic expenditures or funding with the exception of those monies needed to
bring the new Career Academy online and some additional classroom growth at Duggan
and Reed. It also assumed that the Alliance Grant, 4.4 million, would continue to
support the initiatives we’ve already undertaken. Because of the loss of one-time grants
for the Education Jobs Fund, even though there was a no-growth budget with the
exception of the new school, there was a projected increase to the City’s budget of
approximately 7.3 million and, again, an assumption that the Alliance Grant would
continue at or about its current level. So we needed 4.4 million for Alliance to continue
and 7.3 in new funding for a little over 11 million dollars between the two. As the
matters with the ECS unfolded at the State level, the Mayor adopted a budget which
had flat-funding, once again, from the City’s budget. However, assumed that, and
recently so from follow-up meetings, that approximately 10 million dollars of proposed
ECS growth in the Governor’s proposed budget would go directly to the Education
Department, the assumption is that would include and conceptually the 4.4 million from
the Alliance as well as obviously the addition of that and I believe for expression by
State budget officials that there would be flexibility provided in the use of those ECS
dollars. So, again, the Mayor’s budget proposal has zero growth on the Operating
Budget side but assumes that the proposed Governor’s increase to the City of
Waterbury of 10 million dollars in ECS will go to the department. He submitted that
budget a few days ago at or about it looks like the same day the Education Committee
of the Legislature made some adjustments to the Governor’s proposed budget and
significantly increased that proposed amount that would go to Waterbury by an
additional 1.3 million dollars. That’s in the handout before you. So the current
proposed legislative action at the committee level, now moving to appropriations, would
provide approximately a little over 11.3 million dollars in additional funds to the City
which would come to the Education Department as a direct grant for ECS, with what is
described as at least more flexibility than it had been granted last year on the use of
those dollars. That level is still the one piece unknown at this stage. But in terms of
total resources of 11.3 million versus our perhaps our 11.7 million dollar request,
between the two items I think we’re in reasoned range to be able to meet the basic
needs of the district if those figures hold up. As you do know now although we have
some of uncertainly, but not complete, there is no effect on next year’s budget regarding
the teacher’s contract, an arbitration award has occurred that was consistent with the
budget assumption contained in the budget proposal. So that also provides, I think,
some further degree of certainty.
I’d like to applaud the Mayor and his staff, we worked together very closely over these
last months, as we usually do, as each individual had information or was able to pick up
information we shared it clearly and directly with each. The Mayor briefed the
Superintendent on it and I on a couple of occasions on what plans were. As I said, they
changed in course based on some change in State assumptions but I think they’re
trying to get us to the right place at this stage. What will occur over the next couple of
months which is normal and I think that the budget request process is usually routine, I
know some members had some concern because what I had expressed before, the
request is just a request, over these next several months we’ll be able to have further
discussion with the Board of Aldermen but now at least on a concrete understood plan
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of use of ECS dollars ultimately the Board of Aldermen will take a formal action on the
Mayor’s proposal and we’ll hopefully gain even further clarity on what’s moving forward
in the Legislature on ECS and be able to therefore do what ultimately the Board will do
which is to finally adopt a final budget consistent with those assumptions. I’d like to
hope that the Legislature will conclude its budget actions in early June, based on their
actual schedule that will not occur until after the Board of Aldermen is required to adopt
a City budget but if it’s on schedule will be before we, that is the Board of Education, will
have to adopt a final line item budget for the new fiscal year starting July 1, 2013. So I
think we can go over this in more detail now that final numbers literally have come out in
the last day or two, at the Finance Committee level. I don’t know what, if any, purpose
in taking further action on a request at this point will do since we’re clear on some of
these numbers but more importantly begin to sort those through and look at where our
needs are. But it appears that we’re certainly in range, the money proposed of new
ECS dollars based on our projected needs at the very basic level, look to be within
reason range, much more so than they were two weeks ago, three weeks ago, or four
weeks ago, certainly even further positive action in the last couple of days. That’s an
overview, I’d be happy to answer any questions.
STANGO: Commissioner Van Stone.
VAN STONE: Thank you Mr. President, through you, Paul – the Education Committee’s
number of 125.4, that is outside the 4.4 for Alliance?
GUIDONE: Yes, the actual base, the base that’s shown in that report is 118 million as
you see, that includes the 4 million for Alliance. The actual amount to the City in the
current fiscal year is 113 so they added the 4.4, so you would need to add the 4.4 to the
change there and come up with an 11 million dollar figure.
VAN STONE: And it’s our understanding that this 7.4, you said there’s more flexibility
for ongoing operations?
GUIDONE: We’ve been told that.
VAN STONE: We were kind of told that last time too.
GUIDONE: Yes. I think, and the Mayor could probably speak to it better than I, I think
the entire State has gotten more focused on what occurred last year. I think the mayors
of certainly the big cities, the Mayor himself, other municipal officials, have seen with
much more clarity what the constraints were, what they caused in the current year, and
have put a much more direction at the State officials on what’s really necessary. I think
that, quite honestly, looking at those general numbers as we say, I think that it would be
in range of reason to say the 4.4 of Alliance money, that’s gonna continue in terms of
the total amount and there should continue to be requirements on those dollars for the
transformation efforts that the Superintendents put in place, the kind of new initiatives
the State was looking for, but no reason at this point, with that amount of money moving
forward in time, to place major burdens or major constraints on those dollars for
additional new programing on top of that. Really, I know I said before, doesn’t make
much sense, but, and also you need to know and I think we reported it before and we’ll
get clearer as we begin to close on the fiscal year, a good portion of the original 4.4 is
not spent because of the delay in actions of one – award of the grant, and then two –
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implementing a number of the programs. We’ll have some carry over dollars in addition
to what I described to apply to that funding.
VAN STONE: And last question is it, do we know yet if this works its way through the
legislative process and 7.4 really becomes 7.4 and we get an additional ECS money, do
we know at this point, and this might be a better question for the Mayor, if the City
intends to fund at its current and usual rate so there’s in fact an increase of 7.4 or is it
the idea at this point that the City would pull 7.4 out of their portion to keep our MBR at
the same level?
GUIDONE: No, they can’t do that. There is an MBR, the MBR is set on the base of
what is two fiscal years ago on the City’s budget which the City has funded, that is base
level. The ECS amount goes directly to education not to the City.
VAN STONE: So the MBR is not based on the combined number, it’s just on the City
side?
GUIDONE: No, yes, I’m sorry, you’re absolutely correct. And that’s been consistent
over the last several years, that definition has not changed and is contained this year;
the City has met its MBR requirement.
STANGO: Commissioner Sweeney.
SWEENEY: Paul, I don’t see in this paperwork here in the Governor’s budget, in the
ECS passages there is a, some verbiage of passage that says that any increase for the
Alliance Grants, any increase in the ECS, becomes that Alliance money. It’s very
specific, it says any increase, it doesn’t talk to 4.4 million that we got last year, it talks
specifically to any increase in the coming fiscal year becomes Alliance funds. And I
know, I agree with Commissioner Van Stone, we heard this last year, there was gonna
be flexibility and then in the end there was none.
GUIDONE: There was little, there was a million dollars’ worth. But yes, definitely…
SWEENEY: So I’ll be watching for that passage because I don’t see it here, it doesn’t
look like the Education Committee did anything more than tinker with the actual funding
numbers and did not tinker at all with the Governor’s verbiage. So I think we have to
watch that very carefully to see where that comes.
GUIDONE: I agree completely.
SWEENEY: We have asked them to consider doing the Alliance money again at the
4.4 million so some of the extra ECS could come for operating expenses. I hope that
they heard us and I hope they’ll consider it but I don’t see anything in here that indicates
that they have made any of those, what I would consider very important changes.
GUIDONE: There’s no language yet as I described, you’re correct.
STANGO: Commissioner Hayes.
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HAYES: Maybe you’ve answered already and I’m just not hearing it right, you say there
will be more flexibility than we had in the past. Is that more flexibility with the 4.4 or is it
more flexibility with the additional 7.3?
GUIDONE: I think with the additional.
HAYES: I think that’s what your concern is, right?
GUIDONE: Yes, she’s correct.
HAYES: So are they gonna tell us how to spend all of that not just the 4.4, the 11
potentially?
GUIDONE: There’s always the potential. I think, as what I just described to you, there’s
been much more communication, many more meetings with municipal officials on the
need for that. That’s all I can say and the response back to me has been there is better
ear to that subject. I think last year was so different and such a surprise that nobody
quite understood what the real implications would be, it sounded like we would get a lot
of money, it sounded like a good thing, and I will say it again, and I will say it again, and
Ann knows, the actual language adopted last year allows what our original proposal “A”
would do, have done last year. The language was clear, and I still say it’s clear. Yes, it
obviously provides discretion to the Commissioner and the Commissioner exercised
that discretion. I think that a lot more attention has been paid to that issue as we’ve
come through last year.
HAYES: Has there been any discussion about eliminating some of the unfunded
mandates that might help us? I know we talk about that with our legislators every year
and we never hear about anything coming back and saying there’s this one particular
unfunded mandate that we’re gonna take off the plate, nothing?
SWEENEY: There’s been a little bit of movement on the State’s Data Warehouse which
would relieve some of the burden of reporting at the district level, that costs money, so
whether they’ll move forward with that I don’t know but there’s been some, at least
some discussion of it this year.
HAYES: Thank you.
GUIDONE: There’s also some further good news in that packet is restoration of
revenue for transportation which goes to the City, anything that would help in that end, I
know the Mayor and a number of others, and rightfully so, have been making their
voices known of what the Governor’s original budget proposal did to the revenue side of
the City’s budget and, at least to date, seen some movement in that regard both in
terms of what was the State pilot that was put in the ECS, now it’s clear that can be
used by the City and the City has exercised that for its revenue purposes as well as at
least what appears to be some restoration of revenues that were taken away in the
Governor’s proposal, but it seems to be at least now projected back onto at least a
revenue item that the City greatly needs.
HAYES: Just to finalize my comments about it, I mean I’d like to have more flexibility
but I do appreciate the fact that they’re giving these funds back to us and taking that
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burden off of the local taxpayers. I appreciate that; I don’t want it to seem like it’s all
negative. We’d like to be able to spend it but we appreciate that it’s there for us.
GUIDONE: Absolutely. I’ve always said to you, any time the City . . ., the City
recognizes what our needs are and try to do the best we can.
STANGO: Any further questions? Paul, just from my end, I just want to mention this
because it’s more to do with the mechanics of the process going forward than the actual
numbers and all because I’ve been questioned about it and I just want to bring it up for
your clarification. It was said that the Board recommends a budget, that is the process,
and we didn’t follow the process and we never voted on a recommended budget. And
there were questions as did we miss a step in the process and should we have voted on
it and are we required to vote on it and next year will this new process be in place or will
we return to what we used to do? So if you can just give some background.
GUIDONE: Sure. I think it was clearly an unusual year and clearly we’ve always
approved a budget request. I think we should and continue to do that. I think there was
just, as I said, that’s what I consider to be the most routine of the process, I mean it’s
saying what we think we will need and I don’t ever remember us getting the full amount
so the real budget work occurs as the budget is then submitted by the Mayor and
ultimately adopted by the Board of Aldermen. I think it’s a good thing that the Board
would do that I just think this year it was so unusual with just so many unanswered
questions that at least as I heard the Board members who were expressing some
concern were asking questions regarding the revenue issues, not so much of what was
contained in the budget proposal, but legitimate questions about these facts that have
literally just become known in the last couple of days. I think that coming off of last
year’s change in ECS and now some more evolution I think on how those monies could
be handled and how questions could be answered, it would be very difficult for the
Board, at least as individuals expressing concern, to still not have answers up until the
time, literally, that the Mayor had to submit his budget and literally days before that he
was able to get some clarity. So I think it was a very unusual year. To answer your
questions, yes, I think we should adopt a budget request. The Mayor had asked
Corporation Counsel regarding procedure; she didn’t think that it was a violation of
anything significant. But to answer your question, I think we should adopt a budget
request but I don’t think missing that part of the cycle has caused any change of events
of what’s occurred. I think the Mayor and his budget staff were clear on what our needs
were because they were as simple as I could describe them – no growth budget and a
new school and continuation of Alliance. So I think the needs were well known, I think
that hopefully we can go back in the future, in future years, take action and adopt a
budget and be able to hopefully have more clarity on the assumptions your acting on
when you’re acting on them. There were just way too many unknowns. And although
many attempts were made by both, I know the City’s budget staff and myself, to obtain
some of the answers the Board members had they just weren’t forthcoming until the last
few days.
STANGO: So next year you think it will be simpler? No you don’t?
GUIDONE: There was such a change in the ECS funding last year and we saw that,
and there was difficulty even obtaining direction as we proceeded through our budget
last year, I think this will be another step to probably set the new ground or tone as how
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that will move forward in the future and hopefully with that understanding then it will be
clearer as the Board proceeds in future years, on how that is gonna be treated. I think a
precedent was set last year with the State’s action, I don’t see that changing, I think that
the original plan, and I know that has been questioned a few times also, that the
Alliance concept was gonna at least projected to occur for five years, I think is going to
happen. I think at that time, who knows what will happen four more years from now, but
at that time that dollar amount as base is gonna end up in ECS as a regular item and
these cities should be held harmless at that point. I don’t see at a point in time where
five years from now the ECS is gonna be dropped by the amount of the Alliance Grant
money. At least from what I can tell now, the plan is to continue that concept of having
something called an Alliance District and to continue that over some period of time with
these 30 cities and towns that comprise that will likely continue. So I think the evolution
should be better as time goes on.
STANGO: Okay, good. Vice President Harvey.
HARVEY: Paul, I have to, I’m sorry, but I’m a procedure person and I just want to
backtrack a little bit. I didn’t really have too much of a concern because I kind of figured
that, I was in that meeting, at Kennedy, when we approved the budget, the Finance
Committee, and the budget was then going to the Board, it didn’t make it to the Board,
and it didn’t make it to the Board because the Mayor had a couple of questions, a little
concerned about the amount, etc. Okay, so from that point it didn’t really get to us and
we didn’t vote on it and I can recall, unless I was asleep in most of these meetings, that
we voted on our budget. So I think at some point when the Mayor stepped in and said
no, don’t like that, it should have gone back to the Finance Committee because it was
on the way. So I think as a courtesy it should have gone back to the Finance
Committee and then back to the Board to follow the process. So I hope that we can, I
was excited about voting for this because this is the first time I actually had questions
about it and had some concerns, but I didn’t get that chance. So I think, moving
forward, if we could follow that process, again, I don’t think I’m on the Finance
Committee, but procedurally it should have gone back to the Finance Committee for
discussion and then back to us so that we can vote. So I just hope that we will adopt
something similar to that, just maintain that, that vote from the Board. I mean if I’m
gonna be accused of something at least let me allow, say well you didn’t vote for it or
you did vote for it. This year I can’t say that I did because I didn’t.
GUIDONE: Sure. You’re correct, obviously it got to the Workshop, a number of
questions were raised. Like I said, unfortunately none of those answers were available
if it did go back to the Committee but I agree with you completely, there was just, if it did
go back to Committee, and perhaps it should of at that point if there was questions, the
questions that were raised at the Workshop level, there were no answers to at the
Committee level literally until these last days which was after the Mayor’s budget. But I
don’t disagree with you at all.
STANGO: Commissioner Hayes.
HAYES: Just to clarify that, I believe when we had the meeting at the Finance
Committee, it was simply to bring it forth to the full Board, not necessarily adopting it or
anything like that.
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GUIDONE: It was a vote to recommend.
HAYES: And it was coming through full Board, we had those questions, and I think
what Vice President Harvey is saying is something that I think we’re all being touched a
little bit by that we were shirking our responsibilities to allow it to get past us and go
forward. I know the circumstances were there but I think that’s what our concern is and
hopefully we can avoid that in the future.
STANGO: Anyone else?
SUPERINTENDENT: Just as a formality, why can’t the Board vote at a later time
anyway if we put it back on the Consent, what’s the harm in that, just for them to
exercise their rights?
GUIDONE: No harm.
SUPERINTENDENT: So that’s an opportunity.
HAYES: Should we go through the Finance Committee before we do that?
SUPERINTENDENT: I would go back to Finance.
STANGO: So it goes back to the Finance Committee; does it go to Workshop again?
SUPERINTENDENT: Probably.
STANGO: All right, very well. Thank you.
8.

PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS

STANGO: Just a few observations and then a couple of announcements. Last
Tuesday I had the pleasure of attending the kickoff of Rod Dickson’s KIDSMARATHON
at the North End Middle School. The KIDSMARATHON is a 10 week program that
enables kids to complete a full marathon by running increment distances each week
leading up to the finish in front of hundreds of fans, mirrored much like a marathon.
Their theme is “finishing is winning and winning is finishing”. Every kid who trains and
finishes is a winner. Many people were there in attendance to wish the kids well,
speakers were, Ryan Gomes spoke and Rod Dickson who is a marathon winner back a
decade ago or so.
I was going to talk about the Kennedy Robotics also but that’s been covered by two
other speakers, and that’s good. I just want to put my two cents in about the Kennedy
team worked with the Crosby team and supplied tools and parts and most importantly
brainstorming to get the Crosby robot up and running again to finish competing. And
this shows, to me, this is the most impressive part of the whole thing, they could have
won, they could have placed, they could have whatever but the point is they turned
around and helped each other and that is what Waterbury kids do, that is much like, it
would be hard to believe if the Yankees helps the Red Sox win the pennant or
something. I think it was great that our kids did that and I think we all should take a
lesson from that and I’m very proud of them and I consider them all winners.
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Now for the announcements, regarding the Board’s normal workshop and meeting
schedule, next Thursday is April 11 and we will have our regularly scheduled workshop
and it will be held at the Enlightenment School. I’ve just been told it’s been changed to
Duggan, that’s good, we’ll do that. The Board’s regular meeting scheduled for April the
18th however will be postponed due to the district spring break and all the schools being
closed. Then on April 25 we will combine the Regular Meeting that was postponed with
a Workshop and that will be at State Street.
Also I want to announce that the Board of Education will hold a public hearing on
Wednesday, April 10 at Chase School at 6:30. The purpose of the hearing will give the
public an opportunity for input on the proposed east side pre-k through 8th grade
elementary school. That will be, again, next Wednesday, April 10, at Chase School at
6:30 and we will be sure to get the word out in the media and on our website. For the
public to know that is not only a public meeting on where the site might be if we build
the school but also the need and the importance of the school. So any public that has a
view on that is encouraged to come to that public hearing. And that concludes my
remarks. I was gonna talk about the Honorable Maurice Mosley and his farewell
gathering tomorrow but that’s been covered too. That’s tomorrow in the City Hall.
Next item on the Agenda is the Consent Calendar; does anyone wish to remove an item
from the Consent Calendar?
President Stango proceeded to read the Consent Calendar, Items 9.1 through 9.19.
9.

CONSENT CALENDAR

Upon a motion by Commissioner Sweeney and duly seconded by Commissioner
Harvey, it was voted unanimously to approve the Consent Calendar, Items 9.1
through 9.19 as listed:
9.1

With the approval of the Committee of the Whole, the Superintendent of Schools
recommends approval for Waterbury Public Schools to participate in the Search
Institute’s “Profiles of Student Life: Attitudes and Behaviors” survey conducted
by Bridge to Success.

9.2

With the approval of the Committee on Finance, the Superintendent of Schools
recommends permission be granted to Michael Dunn, Chase PE, to apply for the
Wal-Mart Local Giving Program grant.

9.3

With the approval of the Committee on Finance, the Superintendent of Schools
recommends permission be granted to Shpetim Mete, Driggs PE, to apply for the
AAHPERD Jump Rope for Heart & Hoops for Heart Grant.

9.4

With the approval of the Committee on Finance, the Superintendent of Schools
recommends permission be granted to Elena Cumbo, Kennedy High School PE,
to apply for the Target Arts, Culture & Design in Schools Grant.
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9.5

With the approval of the Committee on Finance, the Superintendent of Schools
recommends permission be granted Carolyn Highsmith, Kennedy High School
PE, to apply for the Bank of American Community Development Grant.

9.6

With the approval of the Committee on Finance, the Superintendent of Schools
recommends approval of a Professional Services Agreement with The Greater
Waterbury Young Men’s’ Christian Association, in the not to exceed amount of
$72,328.00, to provide recreation services for, and funded by, the 21st Century
CLC and State Department of Education grants.

9.7

With the approval of the Committee on Building, the Superintendent of Schools
recommends acceptance of the New Pre-k to 8 Gilmartin School Project, State
Project #151-0254 N, as complete.

9.8

With the approval of the Committee on Building, the Superintendent of Schools
recommends acceptance of the Wilby High School Science Room Renovations
Project, State Project #151-0274 A, as complete.

9.9

With the approval of the Committee on Curriculum, the Superintendent of
Schools recommends approval of an Agreement with Cheshire House Nursing
and Rehabilitation Center for no-cost clinical training for Crosby and Kennedy
High School’s Allied Health Training Program.

9.10

With the approval of the Committee on Curriculum, the Superintendent of
Schools recommends approval of an Agreement with Aurora Senior Living of
Bucks Hill for no-cost clinical training for Wilby High School’s Allied Health
Training Program.

9.11

With the approval of the Committee on Curriculum, the Superintendent of
Schools recommends permission be granted to Joseph Brady, WAMS High
School, and four chaperones to take 50 students to New York, NY on May 30,
2013 to visit the Skyscraper Museum and Top of the Rock.

9.12

With the approval of the Committee on Curriculum, the Superintendent of
Schools recommends permission be granted to Laura Graham, KHS, and nine
chaperones to take 100 students to Agawam, MA on May 28, 2013 to visit Six
Flags New England.

9.13

With the approval of the Committee on Curriculum, the Superintendent of
Schools recommends permission be granted to Rami Haxhi, WAMS, and six
chaperones to take 65 students to Holyoke, MA on May 31, 2013 to attend Music
in the Parks and Six Flags New England.

9.14

With the approval of the Committee on Curriculum, the Superintendent of
Schools recommends permission be granted to Donna Vignali/Richard Pastore,
CHS, and 16 chaperones to take 180 students to Agawam, MA on May 17, 2013
to visit Six Flags New England.

9.15

With the approval of the Committee on Curriculum, the Superintendent of
Schools recommends permission be granted to James Butler/Domenic
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Quattrociocchi, WAMS, and three chaperones to take 48 students to
Boston/Plymouth/Lexington/Concord, MA from May 20 through 22, 2013.
9.16

With the approval of the Committee on Curriculum, the Superintendent of
Schools recommends approval of a date change for a previously approved field
trip of Anita Watkins/Anthony Mango, WHS, and two chaperones to take 19
students to Paris, France from April 13 through 20, 2013. The new date shall be
April 11 through April 17, 2013.

9.17

With the approval of the Committee on Curriculum, the Superintendent of
Schools recommends permission be granted to Donna Mancuso, CHS, to take
five students to Atlanta, GA from April 19 through April 23, 2013 to participate in
the LifeSmarts National Competition.

9.18

Schools recommend approval of the use of school facilities, at no charge, by the
following school organizations and/or City departments:
GROUP
Geraldo Reyes, Jr.
Mayor’s Office
Diana Monti
Tina St. Pierre
Park Department
Ed. McCann

Nera Clemente

Rose Moffo
P.T.O.
Human Resources
Human Resources
Peter Abare Brown
*Sloane Reitman
*PTSO
9.19

FACILITIES AND DATES/TIMES
WAMS atrium: Sat., April 13th 8:00am-2:00pm
(Literacy Volunteers & citizens Festival of Cultures)
Reed gym: Thurs., Apr. 11th 5:00-7:00pm (Math Night)
Duggan café: Thurs., May 16th 4:00-8:00pm (Fundraiser)
Duggan café: Wed. Apr. 10th 5:30-7:30pm (Book Bingo)
WSMS pool: 7/1/13-8/9/13 Mon. thru Fri. 9:00am-3:00pm
(swim lessons & open swim)
Kennedy pool: 7/1/13-8/9/13 Mon. thru Fri. Noon to 3:00pm
(open swim)
Kennedy pool: weeks of June 3rd and June 10th 2:30-5:00pm
(lifeguard training for summer programs)
Reed lib. & rms.: 4/29-6/24 Mondays 5:00-6:30pm
(financial capability classes for Reed community-English classes)
Reed café & rm.: 4/10 & 6/12 5:30-8:30 pm (Fam. Res. Mtg.)
Reed lib. & rm.: 4/22-6/17 Mondays 5:00-6:30pm
(financial capability classes for Reed community– Spanish classes)
Generali gym: Thurs., Apr. 11th 3:30-8:00pm (Family Night)
Maloney Community Room: Sat., Apr. 6th 10:00am-2:00pm
(Family Portrait Day)
Kennedy café: Tues., Apr. 23rd 2:00-5:00pm (payroll clerk exam)
Kennedy aud.: Tues., Apr. 9th 3:45-5:00pm (SAW informational
mtg. – Health & Dental)
Wilson gym: Wed., Apr. 10th 3:00-7:30pm (Family Bingo Night)
WAMS lib.: Tues., Apr. 9th 6:30-8:00pm (PTSO Meeting)

With the approval of the Committee on School Facilities and Grounds, the
Superintendent of Schools recommend approval of the use of school facilities
and/or waiver requests by the following groups and organizations, subject to fees
and insurance as required:
GROUP
CT. DeMolay

FACILITIES AND DATES/TIMES
Kennedy pool & gym: Sat., Apr. 13th 3:00-7:00pm
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Harry Needham

(organization activity)

REQUESTING WAIVERS:
Wtby. Knights
Denise French

Crosby gym, aux. gym, café & lobby: Sat., Oct. 19, 2013
6:00am-5:00pm (youth cheerleading competition) ($1440.)

GROUPS NOT SUBJECT TO FEES OR WAIVER DUE TO TIME OF USE OR PREVIOUS WAIVER:
Noreaster Allstars
Crosby aux. gym: Tues. & Thurs. 6:00-8:00pm
Amber Correra
3/28-6/20/13 (cheerleading practice) (starts prior to Bd. Mtg.)
Hoops for Life
Reed gym: 4/9 – 5/30/13 Tues. & Thurs. 5:00-9:00pm
Deneen Fryer
Gilmartin gym: 4/22-5/13/13 Mon. & Wed., 5/29/13 5:00-9:00
N.O.W.
WSMS gym: 3/28-5/30/13 Tues.& Thurs. 5:00-9:00pm
(basketball program)
Special Olympics
Crosby pool: 4/1-6/3/13 Mondays 5:00-8:00pm
Heather Minervini
(Special Olympics aquatic practice)
*Boy Scouts of America
Reed café: Thurs., Apr. 11th noon (join scouts speech)
*Hoops for Life
WSMS gym: Tues. & Thurs. 4/9/13-5/30/13 5:00-9:00pm
Deneen Fryer/H.O.W.
(basketball program)
STANGO: Motion has been made and seconded. All in favor, opposed, motion carries.
10.

ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT

There were no items removed from Consent.
11.

SUPERINTENDENT’S NOTIFICATION TO THE BOARD

Upon a motion by Commissioner Hayes and duly seconded by Commissioner
Harvey, it was voted unanimously to receive and place on file items 11.1 through
11.5, as listed:
11.1

Athletic appointments:
Jurewicz, David – Spring Strength and Conditioning Coach, CHS.
Tiru, Eddie – Assistant Track Coach, WHS.

11.2

Grant funded appointments effective immediately:
Collado, Rubis – Parent Liaison, Kingsbury School, 180 days per year, 30 hours
per week @ $15.12 p/hour, non-union position with benefits governed by
the SEIU Agreement, funded by Title I.
White, Daniel – Substitute Teacher, 21st Century Grant, YMCA-Downtown
Academy, Cohort 8/Project 2, salary per contract.

11.3

Appointments:
Crosby, DeNorris – Co-administrator, Walsh School, effective 03/25/13.
Dickens, Carolyn – Co-administrator, Walsh School, effective 03/25/13.

11.4

Teacher new hires:
Name
Havican, Stephanie
Rosa, Jennifer

School
Kingsbury
NEMS

Assignment
Special Educ.
Literacy

Step
MA+15/1
MA/1

Effective
1/14/13
1/31/13
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Cavallo, Angelica
Davino, Melissa
11.5

Chase
Sprague

Grade 4
Kindergarten

MA/1
MA/1

2/25/13
2/21/13

Resignations:
Schlank, Susan – Speech Language Pathologist, Chase, effective 04/25/13.
Standish, Alexander – Special Education teacher, WMS, effective 06/30/13.

STANGO: Motion is made and seconded. All in favor, opposed, motion carries. Item
number 12 on the Agenda is Unfinished Business of the Preceding Meeting Only.
Commissioner Sweeney.
SWEENEY: I just want to note that we just approved the closure of two of our projects
– Gilmartin Pre-k through 8 and Wilby Science renovations and both came in
substantially under budget.
STANGO: Thank you Commissioner Sweeney. Anything else under Unfinished? Item
number 13, Other Unfinished, New, and Miscellaneous Business. Vice President
Harvey.
HARVEY: Just two things – I want to congratulate Crosby High School, in fact I’m not
sure what class this was, but they were on TV yesterday afternoon with Gill Simmons
from News 8 standing out in the cold weather and they were, it was a classroom for
studying the weather and it was, Gill was conducting a class outside, I thought the
students did very well and I want to congratulate them and I would encourage those
who, the schools, if they’re gonna be on television to let us know so that those who
have the time to watch can watch. So congratulations to the Crosby students.
I heard a, actually it’s not a rumor, but I heard it announced, President Stango, that you
will be on WATR on April 9, this coming Tuesday. And you can confirm if that is indeed
a rumor or fact and I believe that’s all I have. Thank you.
STANGO: It’s not a rumor I started. Also accompanying me will be Commissioner
Sweeney. We’ve been invited by the producer to come and discuss anything pertaining
to education. So we will be there on Tuesday, April 9 at 10:30, in studio, no cameras
present though. Anything else? Commissioner Brown.
BROWN: I know in our packet is the WTA/Board of Education agreement and
wondered if we should discuss it or just get the highlights or, I think it’s quite an
accomplishment and I think it’s a great agreement and I had the pleasure of being a part
of the team and I have to say I was very impressed with the thoroughness and the
discussions and the depth of knowledge and just all the heart and soul that goes into
negotiations. So I don’t know if tonight is appropriate or if we can put it on the agenda.
STANGO: Usually, and past practice is, it’s on a workshop agenda.
GUIDONE: It’s already scheduled for an update. You should have, however, been
provided with the highlights, by email.
STANGO: Anything else?
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HARVEY: I just want to emphasize, because I’ve received calls on this as well, I know
that it was announced that we will have a ceremony for Judge Mosley but I just want to
emphasize that it’s from 3:00 to 5:00, down at City Hall in the Veterans’ Memorial Hall.
ADJOURNMENT
Upon a motion by Commissioner Hayes and duly seconded by Commissioner
Van Stone, it was voted unanimously to adjourn at 7:35 p.m. into Executive
Session for discussion concerning the appointment, employment, performance,
evaluation, health, or dismissal of a public officer or employee.
The Executive Session ended at 8:12 p.m. with no votes taken.
Present were: President Stango, Commissioners Brown, D’Amelio, Harkins, Harvey,
Hayes, Morales, Rodriguez, and Sweeney.

ATTEST: ___________________________
Carrie A. Swain, Clerk
Board of Education
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